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            GoodDeals.com was founded in 2003 to help consumers easily find items that aren't always available at most major retail stores. Our goal is to delivery high quality products at the best prices to you! 
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                Heavy-Duty KinderMat
              

            
              Regular price
              $338.09
            
                Save $-338.09
              /
            



                Do you need a strong nap mat, that will stand the test of time? Do your kids shift and kick in their sleep? If so, consider the Heavy-Duty KinderMat Sleeping Mat. Available in 1" &2" versions. Features strong 10-mil vinyl in a blue and teal combination with a light-gray binding. Four-section, tri-fold nap mat. Limited availability in case quantities only.

Heavy Duty 1" - Case of 12
Heavy Duty 2" - Case of 6

Dimensions:
1" x 24" x 48" (1" Thick), folds to 12" x 24"
2" x 24" x 48" (2" Thick), folds to 12" x 24"



Heavy-Duty KinderMat Sleeping Mat



A child can easily become over-stimulated, causing changes in behavior and an overall feeling of tiredness. A child that is over stimulated often becomes cranky, anxious, and restless. Children are stimulated by everything in their environment, including interactions, playtime, and even snack time.  A child needs to rest properly in order to “regroup” their mind and body – preparing them for more learning in the afternoon!

With the Heavy Duty KinderMat, children have the luxury of an extremely comfortable daycare nap mat.  With this kid's naptime mat, a child will receive the proper rest that is needed to promote healthy development and growth.

The Heavy-Duty KinderMat is one of the most popular childcare nap mats on the market, and it is made from an incredibly strong nine-millimeter vinyl that is either one or two inches thick.

Children have come to love these sleeping mats because they are not only comfortable, but they are colorful in design. The Heavy Duty KinderMat comes in a pleasing, calming shade of blue and teal. These children sleeping mats are overall size of 24” x 48”. You never have to worry about your child resting properly when they rest on a KinderMat.

The Heavy Duty KinderMat can be found under the following product codes:

HDM301, PZ-HDM301, HDM302, PZ-HDM302, HDM302, PZ-HDM302, HDM302C, PZ-HDM302C

Quantities of 6 or more of this item may incur oversized shipping fees. Expedited shipping on any quantity may require a custom quote. The prices displayed on the website for expedited shipping of KinderMats is an estimate. You will be contacted if there is an additional charge. 
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                Basic KinderMat - Case of 12
              

            
              Regular price
              $150.14
            
                Save $-150.14
              /
            



                Get the low-priced KinderMat Nap Mat with all the essential features. Features a red and blue 5-mil vinyl covering for easy cleaning. Four-section, tri-fold nap mat, one year warranty.

Case of 12 Nap Mats. Dimensions: 5/8" x 19" x 45" (no pillow section), folds to 11" x 19".


Basic KinderMat Nap Mat

When children have been playing all day, it’s important for their growing bodies to take a quick rest, and it’s even more important for teachers to get a break! The Basic KinderMat is the perfect, affordable option for parents or teachers looking for a great kid’s nap mat!  This is a kid's rest mat that will relax and comfort your students to a peaceful and restful slumber.

 

Kid-tested and built to last, this kindergarten mat was made to withstand many, many school years. These children’s naptime mats are even waterproof, ensuring that they are always easy to clean in case of any accidents.  All KinderMats exceed US safety requirements, making them the safest daycare sleep mats on the market. These amazing kids napping mats are even buoyant and flame-retardant – preparing your classroom for any emergency. 

The Basic KinderMat is a kids napping mat that is compact and easy to store, so you can place this rest mat away until naptime and not lose any space. Some preschool sleep mats can be tough and hard, but the Basic KinderMat is soft and comfortable, while still remaining durable to even the most active children. The Basic KinderMat is an amazing and affordable choice for safe and durable kids’ sleep mats.

Basic KinderMats for kids can be found under the following product codes:
KM-100, PZ-KM100, KM-100C, PZ-KM100C

Quantities of 12 or more of this item may incur oversized shipping fees. Expedited shipping on any quantity may require a custom quote. The prices displayed on the website for expedited shipping of KinderMats is an estimate. You will be contacted if there is an additional charge. 
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                DayDreamer KinderMat
              

            
              Regular price
              $314.99
            
                Save $-314.99
              /
            



                Rest assured that you'll spend the afternoon daydreaming with these heavy-duty heat-sealed 1" and 2" Nap Mats. For smaller children, the Jr. DayDreamer provides the ideal nap mat for toddlers! Perfect for daycares with nap mat size requirements! Easy to disinfect in durable, waterproof 10-mil vinyl. Soothing colors - Blue/Teal color combination. Four-section, tri-fold sleep mat. One year warranty. Limited availability in case quantities only.

DayDreamer 1" - Case of 12
DayDreamer 2" - Case of 6
DayDreamer Jr. - Case of 6

Dimensions:
1" x 24" x 48" (1" Thick), folds to 12" x 24"
2" x 24" x 48" (2" Thick), folds to 12" x 24"
Junior DayDreamer - 2" x 19" x 44", folds to 11" x 19".


DayDreamer KinderMat Daycare Mat



Let your students dream about all of the wonderful stories you have read them with the DayDreamer KinderMat!  The premium version of the Basic Kindermat line, this kid's rest mat creates the most comfortable – and cleanest – nap experience for your daycare or kindergarten students. Need a smaller version of the DayDreamer? Try the Junior DayDreamer which is perfect and slightly shorter and wider than the original DayDreamer!

When your students lie down for a nap on their rest mats, they want their exhausted young bodies to feel relaxed and comfortable. As a teacher, you want a kindergarten mat that will be safe and clean, while affordable and easy on space.  Kids nap mats can sometimes be unwieldy and cumbersome, but with the DayDreamer KinderMat, you can quickly and conveniently fold these rest mats into a compact size for easy storage. And the affordable price on these mats for children makes them great for preschools, daycares, and kindergartens of any size!

DayDreamer KinderMats are extra-large and extra-thick for the most comfortable nap experience for children. These rest mats for school are made to be relaxing for your students. Their nap time is a crucial part of their mental and physical development during the day, allowing them time to rest their bodies and minds for even more learning!  DayDreamer KinderMats are the nap mats that give them the best rest possible.

The DayDreamer KinderMat Nap Mats can be found under the following product codes:
HSM148, PZ-HSM48, HSM248, PZ-HSM248, SKM-220, SKM220, HSM148C, PZ-HSM48, HSM248, PZ-HSM248, HSM248C, PZ-HSM248

Quantities of 6 or more of this item may incur oversized shipping fees. Expedited shipping on any quantity may require a custom quote. The prices displayed on the website for expedited shipping of KinderMats is an estimate. You will be contacted if there is an additional charge. 
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                Rainbow Designer Mats
              

            
              Regular price
              $325.49
            
                Save $-325.49
              /
            



                Add all the colors of the rainbow to your daycare with the Rainbow Designer Non-Folding Nap Mats. Choose from lipstick red, lemon yellow, grass green, nautical blue, and grape! Available in case quantities of 8 of one color, or you may mix and match your favorite colors. Super soft vinyl covering is polyester-backed for added strength and comfort. Non-folding with inside seam construction.

Case of 8 Mats

Dimensions: 2" x 22" x 48" (non-folding).


Rainbow Designer Colored, Non-Folding Nap Mats



A child is constantly learning new information each and every day, including the alphabet, shapes, colors, and so much more.  KinderMat creates products that are designed to promote childhood development in a number of ways.

First of all, KinderMat is dedicated to providing preschools, daycares, and parents with the best kid-tested products in the areas of comfort, affordability, and durability. In order to develop and to grow, a child needs to rest properly on a daycare sleep mat. On a KinderMat, such as the Rainbow Designer Mats, a child is able to comfortably rest during nap time.

Rainbow Designer Mats, manufactured by Peerless Plastics, come in an assortment of exciting colors, including yellow, red, green, blue, and purple. These vibrant, colorful childcare sleeping mats are designed to provide children with a comfortable place to rest while helping children to differentiate between different colors.

Each child will learn the different colors of the rainbow by telling their Rainbow Designer Mat apart from the other sleeping mats. Rainbow Designer Mats consist of a super soft vinyl cover that is backed by super strong, durable polyester. This extra layer of protection adds both strength and comfort to the sleeping mat.

The dimensions of these daycare sleeping mats are 2” x 22” x 48”.  Ensure that your child is not only developing their skills but resting properly on a Rainbow Designer Mat created by KinderMat!

Kinder Rainbow Designer Nap Mats can be found under the following product codes:


Lemon Yellow: LEM-2331, PZ-LEM2

Nautical Blue: NTL-232, PZ-NTL2

Lipstick Red: LEP-230, PZ-LIP2

Grass Green: GRN-233, PZ-GRN2

Grape: GRP-234, PZ-GRP2

VIO-235, PZ-VIO2
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